Did you see what I last sent Devin – Social Commentator-demonize?


I think it has to be a little less “mushy”; i.e. much more aggressive in terms of stating the “problem” and providing the “solutions”.

The problem is the fact that De Beers, one dynamic organization, has been allowed for more than a century now, to make its own money, period.
When you own everyone and everything “worth talking about” you don’t need to make a big “fuss and dance” let alone declare out loud, “I am the king of the hill”.

Before asking each member of the US Congress what they think why not email Keren over at the Office of the Israeli Department of Defense Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC and ask her what she thinks, and at the same time ask all those in the carbon copied section as well pick a random sampling of all those several thousand in the blind copied section which you can access remotely from your computer; and of course don’t leave out Devin in your questionnaire or Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq.

You would know that the synthesis is the consequence of analysis and in order to prep everyone on planet Mother Earth with an internet connection to ultimately receive your questionnaire it might help for me to state for the umpteenth time that the instant a single entity or for that matter a country is allowed to print its own money and moreover, in the case of De Beers, fix the price of their exclusive currency at more than what it costs them to produce and always more than the price of a barrel of oil, it makes a total farce not only of all the other currencies in the world since De Beers can buy up those currencies at a price that costs them absolutely nothing, but the “fallout” from this mafia of mafia being the extraordinarily poor allocator of the world’s precious and limited resources including human labor, more so slave labor, makes a total mockery of every single law on the books including why it should be illegal for anyone to masturbate the Sperm Donor that could possibly result in a fly passing by and inevitably pollinating a new breed of inbred frogs.

Please have everyone you know also critique what I just wrote bearing in mind that I just came back from the most exhilarating hike with Marie here in the most picturesque Cleveland National Forest that allowed me to stop thinking about the most disgustingly sick thing I saw at Sears over in La Jolla, when buying a blow up bed.

At the entrance to the ground floor elevator was a lottery ticket vending machine.

Next as I stepped inside the elevator there was a poster promoting some sort of alliance between Sears and HR Block to help the poor complete their tax returns and remember you understand better why President George W. Bush once declared honestly, “the rich never pay taxes”.

On the first floor immediately upon exiting the elevator there were a total of 9 salesmen in the home appliance section and one customer who said, “No!” in response to one of the salespeople who very politely asked if she needed help.

China has not YET revalued its currency blocking not simply the United States out of the oil market but what do we do currently about United States service people located on military bases in some 130 countries being paid in US Dollars?
Would you want to be the next President of the United States even if you got paid all the money in the world?

The best these salespeople have to look forward to is an increasingly smaller welfare check while the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel and all their Trust-Hush-Fund supporters laugh themselves silly all the way to the bank.

Bank officials who I know are also not quite laughing as much these days once figuring out why it is that I have such an extraordinary footprint on the internet.

Share with me the email addresses of bank officials you don’t think are already on my one of a kind email list.

Health is everything!

When you know truth, health is everything.

Isn’t this the most exciting time in the history of the universe to be alive and well?

BTW, have you made a list of all the people you know who upon hearing the medical scam I told you about but I have yet to “officially” broadcast, would do it in a “heartbeat” knowing that they could easily pocket for themselves several million US Dollars with almost no possibility of being caught; and were it to happen they would have the monies all secreted away to help plea bargain their sentence.

And of course, the DAAC are already in on this scam as they are all the major scams beginning with “gaming”.

You haven’t forgotten what someone like Michael Strauss Esquire of the International Monetary Fund is thinking this very moment.

Michael Strauss Esq. hasn’t forgotten what the impact is on both his reputation and pocket book with the so very arrogant DAAC having been more recently “allowed” by the 3 Branches of the US Government who control the IMF and World Bank to operate retail-wholesale diamond money laundering stores not only on US soil but to be located on the most expensive real estate in the United States.

The Secretary of the US Treasury and the Chairman of the US Federal Reserve also know what all this means including the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence Report that not a single corrupt individual is willing to comment on and you recall rather well that both Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad have made crystal clear their support for my views on this very easy to understand “risk assessment“ of the United States economy.

The solution to the problem that De Beers, one dynamic organization that has been allowed for more than a century now to make its own money, period, is to have inevitably every person in the world, literate and illiterate, state publicly on
just3ants.com their solutions to deal with all those who support this most ruthless and treacherous organization.

Time for dinner and the movies we rented earlier.

Fun and games. Just fun and games!

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 12:46 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Info for just3ants home page

I have heard from a couple of people that they are confused about the purpose of the website. Below is a draft of what I would like to place on the homepage.

I would also like to create a bio page for you, if you have any input.

Our efforts are intended to narrow the division between the rich and the poor while exposing those that have benefited either directly or indirectly from the “Diamond Invention” which put simply is the use of untraceable diamond currency as a vehicle for corrupting the political system globally as well as sponsoring civil wars and human suffering across the world.

We believe that sharing knowledge and information is the only way to stop the De Beers legacy of corruption and poor allocation of human and natural resources.